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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides enhanced processing of 
Check 21 items using an electronic payment system (EPS) to 
capture metadata instructions. The metadata includes instruc 
tions regarding an intended payment to a payee, and can be 
generated through a truncation process and optical character 
recognition, directly from a digitally originated check, and 
the like. The metadata is stored in a database or the like for 
further processing instead of printing a paper check. In vari 
ous exemplary embodiments, the present invention provides a 
capability to print Image Replacement Documents (lRDs) 
compliant to Check 21 regulations from the metadata. Fur 
ther, these lRDs can include enhanced features as described 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CHECK 21 
IMAGE REPLACEMENT DOCUMENT 

ENHANCEMENTS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATION(S) 
[0001] The present non-provisional patent application 
claims priority to US. Provisional Patent Application Ser. 
No. 60/850,536, ?led Oct. 10, 2006, and entitled “FINAN 
CIAL PAYMENT SYSTEMS AND METHODS,” the con 
tents of Which are incorporated in full by reference herein. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to Check 21 
imaging systems and methods, and more particularly, pro 
vides systems and methods for enhanced processing of Check 
21 Image Replacement Documents (IRDs), such as storing 
check data in a digital payment ?le instead of an image ?le 
Which alloWs enhanced processing and printing of IRDs. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The Check Clearing for the 2 1 st Century Act (Check 
21) Was designed to foster innovation in the payments system 
and to enhance ef?ciency by reducing some of the legal 
impediments to check truncation (i.e., eliminating a paper 
check by converting into a digital image and destroying the 
original paper item). The laW facilitates check truncation by 
creating a neW negotiable instrument called a substitute check 
(also knoWn as an Image Replacement Document (IRD)), 
Which permits banks to truncate original paper checks, to 
process check information electronically via exchange of 
check image ?les, and to deliver substitute checks to banks 
that Want to continue receiving paper checks. A substitute 
check is created from a check image described by the ANSI 
X9 standards, such as X937 draft, X9140, and X9180, all of 
Which are incorporated in-full by reference herein. This 
image ?le is a digital bitmap in Tagged Image File Format 
(TIFF) format created by electronically scanning and imag 
ing the front and back of the original paper check. The sub 
stitute check is created by printing the front and back images 
along With some additional information on an 8.5><11 inch 
sheet of paper. Under the Check 21 laW, this IRD is treated as 
the legal equivalent of the original check and includes all the 
information contained on the original check (When printed, 
the images and data must conform to the X9140 standard). 
The laW does not require banks to accept checks in electronic 
form nor does it require banks to use the neW authority 
granted by the Act to create substitute checks. 
[0004] Referring to FIG. 1, a substitute check (or IRD) 10 is 
a paper reproduction of an original check that contains an 
image of the front and back of the original check and is 
suitable for automated processing in the same manner as the 
original check. To clear a check for consideration of payment, 
the depositing bank transfers, presents, or returns the substi 
tute check 1 0 (or another paper or electronic representation of 
a substitute check) and Warrants that (1) the substitute check 
10 contains an accurate image of the front and back of the 
original check and a legend stating that it is the legal equiva 
lent of the original check, and (2) no depositary bank, draWee, 
draWer, or endorser Will be asked to pay a check that it already 
has paid. The substitute check 10 for Which a bank has made 
these Warranties is the legal equivalent of the original check 
for all purposes and all persons. 
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[0005] Conventionally, IRDs are created through a printing 
process Which utiliZes check images produced during the 
original paper check scanning process. This paper check 
scanning and imaging is accomplished using a check/reader 
sorter such as the IBM 3890 and the like. Disadvantageously, 
these conventional mechanisms require large data storage of 
image ?les and are prone to imaging problems. For example, 
under X9 standards a Check 21 image is required to be a 
Black and White (B/W) TIFF image at loW resolution, 
approximately 200 dots per inch (dpi) TIFF image. An aver 
age A4 scan produces 30 kilobytes (KB) of data at 200 dpi and 
50 KB of data at 300 dpi. Thus, as more check images are 
created, banks and other ?nancial institutions require signi? 
cantly more data storage. 
[0006] Second, the scanned images are prone to errors, 
such as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) problems. For 
example, these recognition algorithms are not perfect and 
they can mistake a handWritten “7” for a “1” for example. 
These are called substitution errors and banks Want to keep 
these error rates as loW as possible to avoid out of balance 
errors. Having errors forces banks to keep human operators 
around to compare by hand the image and the OCR estimated 
amounts and correct these errors. Additionally, scanned 
images saved in loWer resolution TIFF ?les provide an output 
image With loWer quality and clarity. 
[0007] Third, scanning paper checks or IRDs is sloW and 
cumbersome; requiring additional human operators to handle 
paper IRDs. Even though Check 21 enabled truncation, many 
banks still receive paper IRDs and thus they are forced to 
continue paper handling operations in their Item Processing 
back-of?ce departments. The per item handling costs of IRDs 
continues to increase as the practice of check image exchange 
becomes Widely adopted, thus banks are looking for Ways to 
avoid re-scanning IRDs or to avoid having to create IRDs 
When returning items to customers or non-image enabled 
banks. 
[0008] Thus, there exists a need in the banking and ?nancial 
industry to provide ef?cient mechanisms for handling Check 
21 images. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] In various exemplary embodiments, the present 
invention provides enhanced processing of Check 21 items 
using an electronic payment system (EPS) to capture meta 
data instructions. The metadata includes instructions regard 
ing an intended payment to a payee, and can be generated 
through a truncation process and optical character recogni 
tion, directly from a digitally originated check, and the like. 
The metadata is stored in a database or the like for further 
processing instead of printing a paper check. In various exem 
plary embodiments, the present invention provides a capabil 
ity to print Image Replacement Documents (IRDs) compliant 
to Check 21 regulations from the metadata. Further, these 
IRDs can include enhanced features as described herein. 

[0010] In an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a Check 21 truncation method includes scanning a paper 
check, analyZing the scanned paper check to determine data 
associated With the scanned paper check, Wherein the data 
includes payment instructions, bank account number, and 
routing number, storing the data associated With the scanned 
paper check as metadata in a digital payment ?le, Wherein the 
metadata includes the data and a globally unique identi?er, 
and providing an image replacement document image com 
pliant to Check 21 based on the metadata, Wherein an output 
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from the metadata is interoperable With both paper and elec 
tronic clearing methods associated With Check 21 clearing 
systems. 
[0011] In another exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, an enhanced image replacement document method 
includes receiving metadata associated With a check, Wherein 
the metadata includes payment instructions from the check, 
Wherein the check includes one of a paper check and a digi 
tally originated check, and Wherein the paper check is trun 
cated and the metadata is generated based on scanning the 
paper check, generating an image from the metadata, Wherein 
the image includes an image replacement document of the 
check compliant to Check 21, Wherein the image includes 
virtually no skeW and substantially perfect quality as mea 
sured by Image Quality tests, and printing the image. 
[0012] In yet another exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, an image replacement document printing method 
includes receiving metadata associated With a check under 
Check 21, and printing the metadata as an image replacement 
document compliant to X9 speci?cations, Wherein the printed 
image replacement document is generated With Zero degrees 
of skeW, and Wherein the image replacement document 
includes substantially perfect quality as measured by Image 
Quality tests. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] The present invention is illustrated and described 
herein With reference to the various draWings, in Which like 
reference numbers denote like method steps and/or system 
components, respectively, and in Which: 
[0014] FIG. 1 is an illustration of a substitute check (or 
IRD); 
[0015] FIG. 2 is a diagram of a Check 21 IRD system 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
[0016] FIG. 3 is an image of an IRD generated from meta 
data according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0017] FIG. 4 is a ?owchart of a DPF operational scenario 
for generation and processing of DPFs according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; and 
[0018] FIG. 5 is a block diagram ofan EPS according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0019] In various exemplary embodiments, the present 
invention provides systems and methods for ef?cient data 
storage of Check 21 items and for superior quality image 
generation of the associated Check 21 items. The present 
invention also provides enhanced processing of Check 21 
items using an electronic payment system (EPS) to capture 
metadata instructions. The metadata includes instructions 
regarding an intended payment to a payee, and can be gener 
ated through a truncation process and optical character rec 
ognition, directly from a digitally originated check, and the 
like. The metadata is stored in a database or the like for further 
processing instead of printing a paper check. In various exem 
plary embodiments, the present invention provides a capabil 
ity to print Image Replacement Documents (IRDs) compliant 
to Check 21regulations from the metadata. Further, these 
IRDs can include enhanced features as described herein. 

[0020] Referring to FIG. 2, a Check 21 IRD system 12 is 
con?gured to create metadata ?les from scanned checks from 
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a check scanner 14 and from digitally originated checks from 
a computer 16 or the like, according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention. The present invention provides 
a digital payment ?le (DPF) 20 Which includes metadata 
associated With a Check 21 IRD. Of note, this metadata does 
not include the physical image, and accordingly can be stored 
e?iciently. The present invention provides systems and meth 
ods to generate an IRD image With perfect quality and other 
enhancements as described herein. 

[0021] The check scanner 14 is a device con?gured to e?i 
ciently scan front and back images of physical checks. In an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention, output of the 
check scanner 14 is converted from an image into metadata 
stored in the DPP 20. This provides ?nancial institutions the 
opportunity to store raW data as opposed to image ?les When 
scanning either the IRDs or original paper checks. Of note, 
the metadata can be utiliZed at any time to create a perfect 
Check 21 IRD or to provide an Image and Cash Letter ?le 
compliant to Check 21 speci?cations, such as ANSI X9180. 
Additionally, the computer 16 or 17 can be utiliZed to digi 
tally originate a check. A digitally originated check (DOC) is 
a check Which is created electronically and Which is fully 
compliant to the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) and 
Check 21. The present invention contemplates the usage of 
metadata in the DPP 20 for any valid payment format, includ 
ing Automatic Clearing House (ACH), credit card, and the 
like transactions. 

[0022] The digital payment ?le (DPF) 20 includes payment 
instructions 22, a transaction identi?er 24, audit information 
26, and security information 28, according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. The DPF 20 represents 
a digital payment from a payor to a payee, and can include any 
form of payment along the various ?nancial payment rails, 
e.g., check, ACH, credit card, and the like. The DPF 20 is 
created and stored electronically based upon inputs from the 
check scanner 14, computer 16, and the like. The DPF 20 is 
stored in a data store 18 Which can include a bank of redun 
dant ?le servers, netWork ?le storage, and the like. The data 
store 18 can be part of a larger electronic payment system 
(EPS). For example, the EPS can include a data store, pro 
cessor, and netWork interface all con?gured to interact With 
users, check scanners 14, computers 16, and the like for 
creation, distribution, and processing of the DPP 20. 
[0023] The payment instructions 22 can include instruc 
tions for “Whom to pay” (payee name, phone number, email 
address, or the like), some value amount (input as a decimal 
number of some currency), the payment issue date, the bank 
account number from Which the payment is to be drafted 
(traditional checking account number and American Bankers 
Association (ABA) bank routing number), along With some 
potential set of conditions, limitations, or restrictions, along 
With memo ?eld description details, and potentially some 
type of conditional acknowledgements Which are de?ned to 
be business rules governing hoW and When the payment 
should be made (i.e., putting a contract on the back of a check, 
thus cashing the check is endorsing the contract). 
[0024] With regards to the check scanner 14, the payment 
instructions 22 can be generated from an Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) mechanism after a physical check is 
imaged. Further, the payment instructions 22 can be received 
from a human operator, such as When the operator physical 
inputs a courtesy amount from the paper check into a system. 
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With regards to the computer 16, the payment instructions 22 
can be electronically received from the computer 16, such as 
through the EPS. 
[0025] The transaction identi?er 24 is a globally unique 
identi?er (GUID) Which is a unique transaction identi?cation 
used to identify a speci?c payment Within the DPP 20. The 
GUID is a special type of identi?er used in softWare applica 
tions in order to provide a reference number Which is unique 
in the context for Which it is used, for example, in de?ning the 
internal reference for a type of access point in a softWare 
application, or for creating unique keys in a database. In the 
present invention, the GUID is suf?ciently large to avoid 
object collisions, i.e. duplicate numbers, and it utiliZes an 
algorithm to ensure GUIDs cannot be easily spoofed. 
[0026] The GUID or other secure transaction identi?er 
could be used in order to negotiate or cash an IRD generated 
from metadata. These identi?ers utiliZe a generation algo 
rithm With multiple inputs, and therefore a counterfeiter 
requires access to these inputs as Well as the algorithm to 
generate valid identi?ers. Advantageously, this makes it dif 
?cult for external counterfeiters to reproduce them and create 
fake IRDs. This eliminates the “fake IRD” problem. Any 
Adobe Photoshop user can alter a valid IRD image or gener 
ate their oWn fake IRD image and make it payable to them 
selves if they have access to either the original IRD image or 
to valid account data. Thus, the existing Check 21 ideas are 
Weak because any hackers With Photoshop can create a valid 
image. The metadata and IRD generation mechanisms of the 
present invention do not have this Check 21 Weakness via this 
IRD security method. The GUID or transaction identi?er 
could be used to verify an IRD before it is accepted for 
deposit. For example, this could include a veri?cation service 
Which is con?gured to look up the identi?er to shoW validity. 
[0027] The audit information 26 includes the history for an 
audit trail of the DPP 20. Since the DPP 20 is an electronic 
item, it can be tracked real -time. The audit information 26 can 
include timestamps and associated actions, such as creation, 
noti?cation of payor, payor actions associated With the DPP 
20, and the like. For example, the EPS can be con?gured to 
track, i.e. record and monitor, all interaction With the DPP 20. 
[0028] The security information 28 includes mechanisms 
designed to protect the DPP 20 from fraud, counterfeiting, 
and tampering. The security information 28 can include Pub 
lic/ Private Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Certi?cate Authority 
(CA) veri?cation, cryptography, steganography, transmission 
security such as Secure Socket Link (SSL) andVirtual Private 
NetWorks (V PN), secure hashes, and the like. Additionally, 
the security information 28 can include payee and/or payor 
noti?cation and authentication requirements, such as a 
unique Personal Identi?cation Number (PIN) for each DPF 
20, additional levels of credentials (e.g., unique account num 
ber and login ID into the EPS), private digital security signa 
ture key (e.g., using a public key cryptography system), and 
the like. 

[0029] The security information 28 can further include 
digital security features, such as digital Watermarks, stenog 
raphy, and cryptographic features that can be applied to the 
“bitmap” sent out to DPF 20 image recipients. These features 
apply When the DPP 20 is converted to a paper item, such as 
a substitute check, or an electronic representation of a paper 
item (e.g., an email With an image of the substitute check). 
These features can be used to validate that the check Was not 
altered through the system 12. Some Digital Rights Manage 
ment (DRM) features could even be “Image Survivable” 
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meaning that they exist after an IRD printing and sub sequent 
scanning back into an image (e.g., barcodes). 
[0030] In an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the DPP 20 represents metadata associated With a trun 
cated check, such as from the check scanner 14, or from a 
DOC Which is compliant to existing Check 21 paper and 
electronic clearing methods. These check clearing methods 
can include a substitute check or Image Replacement Docu 
ment (IRD) compliant to ANSI X937 draft as Well as X9.140 
IRD ?nal standard, or an Image and Cash Letter Format ?le 
compliant to X9180 standards. The DOC is referred to as 
digitally originated due to the computer generation of the 
DPP 20 by the computer 16 to distinguish it from the tradi 
tional scanning of a paper check Which could be called 
manual or “paper origination” of a check image. 
[0031] Referring to FIG. 3, a generated enhanced IRD 
image 40 is illustrated according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention. In an exemplary embodiment 
of the present invention, the DPP 20 of FIG. 2 can be used to 
generate the X9.140 standard “substitute check” or IRD 
Which results in a paper version of the original check. Note, 
this paper version of the IRD is the legal equivalent of a 
physical check under Check 21. 
[0032] In the case of a digitally originated check (DOC), 
the IRD image 40 can be printed by a payee and taken into 
their bank for deposit because it contains a full set of Warran 
ties and indemnities based on the original contract agreed to 
by the payor and payee Which is required to be signed in order 
for the DOC to sent or received. Because DOCs are covered 
under this contract, they have a full set Warranties and indem 
nities that are acceptable to both banks of deposit and doWn 
stream clearing banks. This DOC feature, possessing a “full 
Warranty” state, differs from other attempts by either busi 
nesses or individual consumer users Who Want to print their 
oWn IRD documents and deposit them at a bank because those 
documents Will not be accepted by the bank of ?rst deposit 
(BOFD) due to the depositing bank’s inability to take on 
un-transferable risk from an unknoWn originator of the IRD. 

[0033] The IRD image 40 is formatted similar to a standard 
X9.140 IRD including a standard check front 42 With a “sig 
nature” area 44 in one of many forms; either a human digi 
tiZed signature, or an e-signature compatible form, or a secure 
hash produced by a private key digital signature and a stan 
dard check back 46. Additionally, the image 40 includes a 
Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR) line 48 and a 
legal legend 50 as required by Check 21. Further, the IRD 
image 40 can utiliZe the X9.140 “optional data” area to 
include processing and routing information 52 associated 
With the EPS, a tWo-dimensional barcode 54 to facilitate 
faster processing and security, a GUID 56, and customer 
service information 58. The routing information 52 can be 
used by itself or in conjunction With the GUID 56 to alloW the 
EPS to track and perform other functions With the IRD image 
40. Using 2D standards such as PDF417, the barcode 54 can 
store up to 2000 bytes of information Which can be used in 
conjunction With a barcode reader to automatically recover all 
of the information associated With the IRD image 40. The 
GUID 56 provides the unique transaction ID associated With 
the IRD image 40 and the corresponding DPF 20. Finally, the 
information 58 can be used by banks and others to assist With 
issues or questions related to the IRD image 40. 
[0034] The GUID 56 is a large, algorithmically generated, 
unique number. The mechanism uses a given a set of inputs as 
seed values and then generates a 16-byte (128-bit) number 
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which is generally considered to be unique among all users at 
any time, everywhere on the planet. Using GUIDs 56 as either 
hidden or visible check numbers ensures that the EPS knows 

which DPF 20 has been issued, cleared, etc. and facilitates 
tracking the check anywhere, anytime, electronically or by 
IVR (phone) or human lookup. This is unlike pre-printed 
check numbers as they are generated on the ?y at DOC 
creation time. The GUID 56 can also serve as an EPS Trans 

action ID (Tx) to ?nd/locate a speci?c check within all the 
checks. GUIDs 56 can also be captured and stored inside the 
PDF417 barcode embedded on an IRD or check image for 
automated IRD processing. 
[0035] The present invention provides IRD images 40 with 
superior quality and characteristics. Using a traditional scan 
of a paper check, a high speed reader/ sorter machine takes a 
picture of the front and back of a check. Several errors are 
introduced during this mechanical paper handling process 
which impact further electronic processing of the image and 
subsequent Check 21 item. Due to inherent mechanical and 
optical system design defects, any mechanical paper handling 
process is subject to jams, miss-feeds and misalignments of 
the paper which result in either missing images or bad quality 
images (blurry) or miss-aligned images (alignment measured 
as degrees off or away from a horizontal axis4called skew). 
The impact of these scanning ?aws, while rare on a percent 
age basis, occur so frequently in the huge volume of paper 
checks that the Federal Reserve system has mandated the 
adoption of an “Image Quality Assessment” (IQA) test before 
they will accept and process a set of Check 21 images from 
any bank. Thus the IQA tests are designed to identify and 
reject images which do not conform to both the Check 21 
standard overall as well as the speci?c “readability” or “leg 
ibility” OCR tests that the banking industry has agreed are 
minimum image requirements. The present invention can be 
utilized to minimize these ?aws or to limit them solely to the 
initial scanning with the check scanner 14. 

[0036] The digital generation of the IRD image 40 from 
metadata creates none of the traditional paper image quality 
errors. Also, there is no resulting image skew from a non 
existent horizontal axis based on the edge of the paper as is 
seen with a scanned image. The IRD image 40 is always 
generated with zero degrees of skew in the image because it is 
built from the metadata in the DPF 20, and not a stored image. 
Next, the IRD image 40 has perfect image quality as mea 
sured by industry standard Image Quality tests which is inde 
pendent of dpi resolution due to the fact that a pure black and 
white bitmap is generated from metadata and not from a 
scanned paper item (which results in noise being introduced 
by the surface of the paper item). With the IRD image 40 there 
are no stray black noise elements, only the exact letters, 
numbers, fonts, and graphics which are present. The metadata 
instructions generate individual black bits in the bitmap. 
Because the IRD image 40 ?les have perfect image quality 
(pure black and white with no random image noise), and have 
zero degrees of skew (i.e. they are perfectly aligned to the 
horizontal axis of the image ?le), they are always readable by 
both humans and computers using the lowest dpi image reso 
lution form of Check 21. Thus, this enhanced readability 
reduces the chances of OCR errors of the Courtesy Amount 
Recognition (CAR) and Legal Amount Recognition (LAR) 
?elds if the check image is scanned by banks who still handle 
paper IRDs. Finally, the well known industry problem of 
background image “interference” (this generically is called 
the “puppy and kitty” problem due to the wide spread exist 
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ence of these type of background images on many consumer 
checks) is also avoided because the IRD image 40 does not 
contain any background data. 
[0037] Further, current Item Processing, check sorting, and 
encoding methods require the imaging system to validate and 
compare the Courtesy Amount box with the Legal Amount 
?eld and use OCR to determine the Amount to Pay. These 
algorithms are not perfect and they can mistake a handwritten 
“7” for a “1” for example. These are called substitution errors 
and banks want to keep these errors as low as possible to 
ensure that the encoded amount on the MICR line is correct 
and that their systems are in balance. Having OCR errors 
forces banks to keep human operators around to compare by 
hand these amounts and correct these errors. Advantageously, 
the IRD images 40 can be generated from digital instructions, 
i.e. the DOC, so if they person types a “7” they will get the 
image of a “7” on the digital check image. 

[0038] Because the IRD image 40 is generated from meta 
data, it can be generated in many forms. First, the IRD image 
40 can be generated in many resolution levels (measured as 
dots per inch or dpi) which are independent of the chosen 
bitmap format, such as JPEG, TIFF, PNG, and the like. Sec 
ond, when the IRD image 40 is generated by the EPS, it can be 
generated to include optional data such as human signatures 
for easier processing in paper form. This optional or condi 
tional data (on the front orback) can include instructions from 
the payee or depositing bank about depositing or clearing 
features of the speci?c payment. Examples of this include 
merging a “human digitized signature” 44 as the authorized 
signature directly into the back (or front) image of the check, 
even though it was never printed or signed (using the e-sig 
nature laws). Note that this “digitized signature” feature 
works if the payor or payee has uploaded samples of their 
human signature or other handwriting samples (ex. Agreed 
andAccepted), or they could choose to use a font that displays 
in “handwriting” format to simulate their human signaturei 
any of these could satisfy the e-signature law as their autho 
rized legal signature. Another example includes a “for deposit 
only” style stamp 60 for the back of the check, an account 
number for the deposit 62, or other contractual restrictions 
(such as agreement to a contract if the check is deposited) that 
are required by certain business processes or agreements. 
Thus, the image 40 form of the DPF 20 can contain valuable, 
optional data in both machine and human readable form with 
out requiring paper processing. This further automates the 
processing and handling of checks and speeds up the overall 
business process between payor, payee, and the banking sys 
tem 

[0039] The IRD images 40 are created from “instructions to 
pay” metadata which are similar in features to a “vector image 
?le” vs. a “raster image ?le”. The bene?ts of using metadata 
(like the equations describing a vector) to generate IRD image 
40 is that it provides ?exibility in how the image 40 is gener 
ated. For example, under X9 standards for image exchange 
between banks without agreements, a Check 21 image is 
required to be a Black and White (B/W) TIFF image saved at 
a low resolution of around 200 dots per inch. Using the 
present invention, the EPS can generate IRD images 40 in a 
variety of formats such as small X9 B/W images which 
reduces the ?le size of the DPF 20 or as a high resolution 
I PEG images using a grayscale format for enhanced readabil 
ity or clarity. Dynamically creating the “check image” gives 
you ?exibility and choices which are suitable to the require 
ments of the ?nal use or format. Thus for storage, the IRD 
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image 40 can be made as small as possible given the amount 
of check data that must be displayed. This is useful for banks 
storing large numbers of check images. Additionally, the IRD 
image 40 can include loW resolution image versions for cre 
ating IRDs and high resolution used for customer statement 
presentment or online vieWing. An EPS can also produce IRD 
images 40 at Whatever resolution (or formatiTIFF, JPG, 
PNG, etc.) is needed by the requesting system for storage or 
printing. The DPF 20 record does not contain an image, only 
instructions to pay, thus any image type can be generated on 
the ?y as needed. Also, the DPF 20 is very small (e.g., a feW 
hundred bytes vs. a feW hundred kilobytes for an image) 
Which can be stored very inexpensively and converted into 
larger formats for different purposes. This eliminates the need 
for banks to use check image storing services such as VieW 
Pointe. Instead, When needed in the future, the IRD image 40 
can be pulled back into the bank to be used for customer 
statement processing, dispute resolution or legal evidence, 
etc. 

[0040] Similar to “electronic endorsement” features, using 
metadata and other digital technologies, any bank department 
or receiver of the DPF 20 can automatically sign or endorse 
the check for processing and clearing after the check repre 
sented by the DPF 20 is deposited. This idea covers the bank 
stamps, time stamps and automation tracking features used to 
update the Check 21 item throughout its lifecycle. Using 
these concepts, the EPS can generate the IRD image 40 shoW 
ing Who signed the check, When it Was deposited, hoW it Was 
deposited or notify a payee that the item is a item returned 
under NSF rules, etc. The EPS updates the audit trail in the 
database of the DPF 20. The generation of multiple image 
forms utiliZes a concept of an “image overlay” to add layers of 
digital stamping to the back of a check. This is not manipu 
lation of the existing image, but instead generating each 
stamp in its oWn image layer one at a time by providing an 
“image overlay” layer on top of the existing back of check 
image 46. Note that at DPF 20 creation time, the back of 
image 46 is a blank image of a check back. Other unique 
elements of this feature are the idea of having room for “more 
than one” signature When multiple endorsements are needed 
orused, such as a thirdparty check turned over to a store. Only 
the last signature is shoWn on the back of check image 46, 
others are kept on ?le in metadata, or a statement can be added 
saying “signature is on ?le” and produced as needed. The 
same idea can apply to bank processing of DOCs, their 
“stamps” can be digitally added and only the last one is shoWn 
if desired or if no room or if illegibility Would be created by 
stamping over top of each other. For example, the most recent 
image can be kept in the display, but all other images are on 
?le. Also useful for NSF checks to explain Why the item Was 
returned. Check 21 provides for items returned as NSF, but 
the present invention makes it clear to all parties What 
occurred and When no matter hoW many back and forth 
attempts Were made to cash the check. Another bene?t is the 
franking features are alWays clear and readable, thus there is 
no need for a “high resolution” image of the back of the check. 

[0041] Existing IRDs take the Check 21 image “as is” and 
embed it onto paper. Thus one IRD may be printed, then 
rescanned and reprinted over and over for a remote clearing 
bank that uses a chain of correspondent banks to clear their 
checks. This results in the “copy of a copy of a copy” problem 
Where both image quality and skeW can be introduced at each 
copy iteration. But, using metadata instructions to generate a 
Check 21 compliant image, the present invention alloWs each 
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IRD image to be an electronically generated IRD. This means 
there is no skeWing of the image and the layout on the IRD 
form is correct. The present invention cannot compensate for 
printer alignment or paper issues Which must be corrected by 
at the point of printing, but the image of the IRD is perfectly 
formatted and oriented With Zero degrees of skeW relative to 
the horizontal line of the IRD boundaries. Further, the present 
invention can also “re-hydrate” the IRD back into an elec 
tronic image cash letter ?le Without scanning to eliminate the 
introduction of errors When IRDs are printed. 

[0042] In another exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, the IRD image 40 could have enhanced features not 
shoWn by the X9 standards, such as When formatted or printed 
as an IRD, the back of the check Will be upside doWn above 
the front side of the check With instructions for folding and 
cutting to make a standard paper check. This orientation 
alloWs a “fold” dotted line to go betWeen the tWo images, plus 
a “cut here” dotted line above the back of the check. The 
resulting cut & folded image is a perfect, one-step printed 
item that generates an “item processing” capable check, i.e. 
something that can be run through the IBM 3890 check sort 
ing machine as is and it Works just like a paper check. The 
back/front may be taped on the sides if needed to reduce any 
“gap” from having tWo pieces of paper back to back. Also, the 
IRD image 40 can tell customers hoW to do this or the Docu 
ment Preparation Table Within the Item Processing depart 
ment can easily do this before sending the printed IRD image 
40 into the sorting machine. 
[0043] The present invention provides “add-ons” to the 
IRD image 40, and existing Check 21 IRD speci?cation 
alloWs extensions (i.e., room for optional parts) for neW busi 
ness methods or systems. For example, the present invention 
can add neW concepts onto the IRD image, such as instruc 
tions to call 1-800-veri?cation for the customer or bank teller 
to call for self-service IRD veri?cation, or use the barcode 54 
on the check (e.g., PDF 417, or United States Postal Ser 
viceiUSPS) to “verify and pull” the check back into the 
BOFD, security hashes, or other ID veri?cation data on the 
sender or receiver. Note, the 1-800-veri?cation could be tied 
to a strong “brand name” to facilitate customer aWareness of 
Who the IRD issuer Was so that it can not be easily spoofed 
With Joe’s ACME IRD branded concept. Banks can subscribe 
to the 1-800-veri?cation service and using phone touch tones 
punch in their account number and code, then the IRD GUID 
56 value, Which the veri?cation system uses to validate that 
the bank is real and then lookup the check in the DPF using the 
GUID. Then, the interactive voice response (IVR) service can 
tell the user if the IRD image 40 is real, and optionally Who the 
payee should be (a secondary validation feature of the 800 # 
service). The barcode 54 can be used to automate this pro 
cessijust scan it and the user avoids the IVR touch tone data 
entry step. Alternatively, the bank teller could use a Web site to 
enter in the GUID 56 or Tx ID and verify the IRD. 

[0044] Additionally, the IRD image 40 can include an 
extended the IRD layout to create space for a Notary Public 
stamp and a line for their signature and ID number 59, along 
With instructions that the depository signature is Witnessed to 
be a valid endorsement of the IRD for payment. These 
optional areas on the IRD layout for the text/noti?cation can 
be used such that the IRD is Witnessed by a notary for the 
payment to be paid. For example, areas outside the IRD 
layout can be used for the notary stamp and signature/ID 
disclosure line. 
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[0045] Traditionally, IRDs are printed in the “portrait” 
mode on a printed 8.5 by 11 inch piece of paper. Optionally, 
the present invention could create the IRD image 40 using the 
“landscape” Width (i.e., longWise using the 11 inch orienta 
tion) instead of the traditional 8.5 inch orientation. Using the 
extra “horizontal” space, the present invention could add 
additional Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR) line 
?elds, or barcodes 54, or transaction codes, or audit or ?xed 
codes, etc and the like. The Item Processing department could 
scan the IRD lengthWise and get standard MICR line data 
along With the additional data on the enhanced landscape 
mode IRD. This adds value to alloW the other IRD enhance 
ments (barcodes 54 or long GUIDs 56) to be easily placed on 
the IRD versus the traditional layout. 

[0046] Referring to FIG. 4, a DPF operational scenario 70 
provides an exemplary embodiment of generation and pro 
cessing of DPFs. The DPF metadata is generated (step 72). As 
described herein in FIG. 2, the metadata for the DPP can be 
generated through a scan of a paper check as part of a check 
truncation process, through generation of a digitally origi 
nated check, or through any other process. Of note, the DPP 
is not an image ?le, but rather metadata describing a payment 
instruction. The present invention utiliZes the metadata to 
generate an IRD image ?le, When needed, or to transmit the 
metadata as an Image and Cash Letter File bundle, and the 
like When needed. 

[0047] The DPF is stored (step 74). As described herein, the 
DPP takes up signi?cantly less space than a raW image ?le 
since the DPP is solely data, and not an image. The storage 
step can be done by a bank during the check truncation pro 
cess, by an individual creating a digitally originated check, or 
the like. The DPF is transmitted (step 76). Here, the metadata 
is transmitted in some form or fashion. This can include 
sending the metadata to a payee, sending it as a bundle to a 
clearing bank or clearing house, or the like. Alternatively, the 
transmitting step can be omitted. The idea here is that the 
check, Whether a truncated paper check or a digitally origi 
nated check, is noW in electronic form as metadata compliant 
to Check 21 truncation regulations. 
[0048] The present invention includes a full set of Warran 
ties and indemnities applicable to banks of ?rst deposit 
(BOFD) and clearing banks. These Warranties and indemni 
ties are associated With the metadata, and are agreed to by a 
payor and payee associated With the truncated check. The 
idea here is to create an agreement by Which payors and 
payees accept before utiliZing digitally originated checks. 
With regards to check truncation by banks and other ?nancial 
institutions, these Warranties and indemnities are already in 
place under Check 21 truncation regulations. 
[0049] The IRD image or associated DPF metadata can be 
transmitted in any form as is knoWn in the art. For example, it 
can be sent as an IRD image via an embedded J PEG or other 
image type in an email message. When the payee opens their 
email, the payee is presented With an “image” of a check in 
IRD form. The user prints the email and takes it into a bank for 
deposit. Note, the image can include an optional barcode, and 
it is in the form of an IRD X9.140 ?le. Therefore, the image is 
a valid IRD and the bank accepts it based upon the contract 
betWeen payor, his system, and payee to extend the rights and 
responsibilities under Check 21 to all parties. Additionally, 
the check image does not need to be in IRD format to be 
processed electronically. This can be accomplished using a 
custom MIME type to handle the check image vieWing Within 
the email program as Way to notify the computer than a 
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“check” has arrived and not a random graphic picture or 
image, ie using a MIME type there is an intelligence that is 
conveyed or created When you generate an image that you (the 
originator) knoW to be an “item of value” (money). This 
concept is similar to the difference betWeen the actual object 
and a picture of the object. A custom MIME type handler is 
used to attach the check to an email as this noti?es the OS or 
email program that this is a special object that has value (i.e. 
a check). This can include a “thumbnail” image to shoW 
recipients that a valid check image is attached, such as in 
encrypted form. Additionally, a PIN could be required to 
secure the decoding of the image via a symmetric key (sent 
via SSL). 
[0050] Also, the IRD image or associated DPF metadata 
can be sent as an encrypted ?le. The EPS system (thick client 
or Website) can use a shared PKI infrastructure (built for 
example by either the EPS or by a third party Electronic 
Payments Clearing House or EPCH) to generate the IRD 
image or associated DPF metadata, then grab the payee’s 
public key to digitally sign (or encrypt) the IRD image or 
associated DPF metadata into an automatically generated but 
encrypted ?le so that only the recipient/payee can open the 
?le using their private key. The encrypted payment is trans 
mitted to the recipient/payee as either an attachment to or 
directly embedded Within a Well knoWn ?le format such as an 
Adobe PDF ?le. Note that the recipient has to previously 
register With EPCH to generate the PKI key pair (storing the 
public key online, and the private key o?line) and that private 
key is required to be installed on any machine Where the 
encrypted PDF image is opened. This is a simple, loW cost 
“client side” security model that leverages the free and 
Widely-available Adobe Reader client or other such free client 
softWare vieWing program that accepts secure or encrypted 
?les. 

[0051] Next, an image is generated from the DPP (step 78). 
The image includes a fully-compliant IRD image as required 
by X9 standards. The image can be provided in various 
mechanisms, such as email, text message, Web link (URL), 
secure PDF ?le, facsimile, and the like. At this point, the IRD 
image can be printed and utiliZed as a fully-compliant IRD. 
The IRD can be printed by a payee and taken into their bank 
for deposit because it contains a full set of Warranties and 
indemnities based. These full set of Warranties and indemni 
ties are based on a contract agreed to by both the payor and the 
payee Which the EPS requires to be signed in order for a 
digitally originated check to sent or received. Because DOCs 
are covered under this contract, they have a full set Warranties 
and indemnities that are acceptable to BOFDs and doWn 
stream clearing banks. This novel digitally originated check 
feature, possessing a “full Warranty” state, differs from other 
attempts by either businesses or individual consumer users 
Who Want to print their oWn IRD documents and deposit them 
at a bank because those documents Will not be accepted by the 
BOFD due to the depositing bank’s inability to take on un 
transferable risk from an unknoWn originator of the IRD. This 
scenario is contemplated Where an individual or business 
does not have an existing tWo -party private Warranty contract 
With their bank Which is a concept alloWed for under existing 
UCC laW. Also, under the Check 21 regulation as it exists 
today only banks can truncate checks by imaging them and 
later extend their Warranties to subsequent clearing banks in 
either electronic or IRD form. 

[0052] The DPF can be printed to create an IRD or a paper 
check. The digital check image and metadata are applied to 
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the IRD layout and X9140 speci?cation to create a valid 
Check 21 item. Traditionally or by convention, an IRD Was 
only created by scanning a paper check, this item covers the 
translation or transformation of the DOC metadata and image 
to the IRD format (different than a scanner doing it). That is, 
the present invention does not scan a paper item to create an 
IRD, but rather scans a paper item to generate metadata or 
inputs data from a digitally originated check to have a meta 
data driven IRD. 

[0053] In one exemplary embodiment, the IRD is printed 
from a DPF on a printer from a broWser image. The metadata 
instructions include instructions hoW to generate a perfect 
check image and a perfect IRD layout (i.e., no skeW, etc.). 
These get blended into a single I PG or the like image that is 
doWnloaded to a local broWser client, the user sees the JPG, 
and selects “print” on their local computer to print the JPG, 
Which is in the format/layout of an IRD. The paper output is 
a valid IRD and can clear using normal IRD process. In this 
scenario, the broWser image can include simple security con 
trols via JavaScript, a broWser plugin or the like. 
[0054] In another exemplary embodiment, payees can be 
locked-out from printing multiple checks through broWser 
controls. For example, a system registers a misprinted check 
as “cancelled,” and the payee agrees in Writing (e. g., check a 
box, etc.) than the misprint has been destroyed. Replacement 
checks (i.e. through metadata) are re-issued With completely 
neW sets of tracking and identi?cation numbers, codes, etc. 
This same agreement restates federal and state check fraud 
statutes. This feature may require client side code, ActiveX, 
or other softWare features. Optionally, this could include a 
secure printer driver injection tool to hook the print spooler. 
Also, these mechanisms could also utiliZe knoWn security 
techniques to provide decryption of the DPP for security and 
veri?cation. 
[0055] For businesses and others With high volume IRD 
deposit requirements, such as lockbox services and the like, 
the present invention can utiliZe a magnetic stripe for quick 
data scanning of the IRDs. When enhanced IRDs enabled by 
the present invention are created by a remote, high volume 
IRD printing facility such as offered by Fiserv and the like, 
they could be printed onto special IRD stock that includes the 
magnetic stripe. The stripe could be used to encode all of the 
DPP metadata, including GUID, amount, date, payee, etc. 
Scanning the stripe eliminates the need to scan the entire IRD, 
thus further automating IRD processing for banks. 
[0056] Additionally, printed IRDs can include additional 
items, such as barcodes, 1-800-veri?cation numbers, and the 
like. These items can be used by the BOFD to provide greater 
con?dence that the IRD is legitimate. Further, in the case of an 
electronic deposit, e.g. forWarded as metadata, bundled as an 
Image and Cash Letter ?le, the BOFD can also have greater 
con?dence that the IRD is legitimate. The present invention 
contemplates electronic veri?cation methods to verify the 
IRDs, i.e. utiliZing the GUID or transaction identi?er to deter 
mine validity over a veri?cation system. This reduces liability 
by giving the BOFD enhanced con?dence When receiving the 
IRD as opposed to conventional Check 21 items. Advanta 
geously, the present invention alloWs a greater audit trail or 
liability chain of custody to be presented/inspected/knoWn at 
all times, thus increasing check con?dence. 
[0057] Current Check 21 processes (i.e., paper scanning 
and IRD creation) can alloW both the paper check (i.e., as an 
image) and the check as an IRD to be processed, causing 
double drafts for the same payment. The banks have to Watch 
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for this error and constantly trial balance their systems. Using 
DPFs, there is no need to track this, the present invention only 
authoriZes DPFs one time, thus avoiding a double debit. Even 
if an IRD is made and the electronic DPF is deposited, the 
present invention only honors the ?rst item through the sys 
tem. The second Will be blocked or marked returned and not 
paid, i.e. using a Positive Pay Database PPD enabled by the 
present invention helps ensure this. Existing Positive Pay 
systems may not capture this because both the IRD and the 
paper check are appear to be valid items and therefore a PPD 
Would say “yes” to pay them. The present invention sees that 
the ?rst item has processed and thus does not alloW the second 
item (IRD or electronic) to clearionly paying one time. 
[0058] In another exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, the DPP can be pushed into a bank through remote 
deposit of a cash letter ?le. This is very useful for a non-image 
enabled bank that Would normally be forced to accept an IRD 
and forWard the paper item. Whenever a paper IRD is depos 
ited by an account holder to the bank, the bank can choose to 
be “item processed” Without scanning if they ask for an 
X9180 image ?le be forWarded on their behalf from the DPF. 
The BOFD (depositing bank) can request that a cash letter ?le 
be generated from the IRD (e.g., via the GUID 56) and be sent 
to the clearing system on their behalf. For example, the EPS 
holds the DPP and can be directed by a depositing bank to 
forWard to a clearing bank in electronic form via check 21 
image exchange netWorks. The digital check image and cash 
letter ?le is transmitted to the bank for deposit and the bank 
can forWard it on to their clearing house of choice. If the bank 
does not accept check 21 images, it can forWard it on to the 
Federal Reserve on their behalf and credit the depositor’s 
account. The remote deposit service could integrate both 
conventional remote deposit features (e.g., ACH or cash letter 
imaging) along With remote deposit of a digitally originated 
check. This feature is the process that takes both types and 
prepares a ?le of mixed items to be remotely deposited (i.e., 
paper check images and DOC images). 
[0059] Advantageously, IRDs from DPFs can be “re-hy 
drated” from paper items back into electronic items Without 
scanning. IRDs do not have to be used to “clear” a check, the 
metadata in the DPP lives in digital form all of the time. Thus 
the IRD can instruct the bank teller or customer to “pull” the 
item into the bank electronically (e.g., Website, 800-checkme, 
barcode scanning, etc.). This saves time, money, and can 
eliminate the need to scan an IRD altogether. “Re-hydrating” 
a DPF can be done easily and makes it instantly digital again, 
quickly and easily, just tell the EPS Where to send it and the 
electronic item ?le is sent. The forWarding and depositing of 
DOCs is done in an X9180 electronic form into a depositor’s 
bank. A DOC is ?rst created as the ?rst step in the check 
creation process. The digital check image and cash letter ?le 
is transmitted to the bank for deposit and the bank can forWard 
it on to their clearing house of choice. If the bank does not 
accept Check 21 images, We can forWard it on to the Fed on 
their behalf and credit the depositor’s account or the system 
can convert it to ACH for deposit. 

[0060] Additionally, another element of the present inven 
tion is the fact that enhanced IRDs could be utiliZed as trav 
eler’s checks via a UPC barcode With a ?xed value amount. 
This alloWs for easy cashing of IRDs at grocery stores; When 
a DOC is created, the user selects “travelers check” format, 
and a UPC code Would be added With a SKU number con 
taining the EPS GUID+the value amount (pre-printed/?xed) 
embedding the SKU onto the IRD. The cashier Would scan the 
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IRD like a coupon using the UPC barcode, and the “amount” 
Would be deducted from your check out bill. The store could 
cash the IRD at theirbank just like a travelers check. This idea 
makes the enhanced IRDs as Travelers Checks useful and 
tradable because people can easily spend them at a grocery 
store or other merchant Who has POS scanning equipment. 
The UPC barcode on the IRD makes them easily processable 
by the storeieasy to accept like a coupon, easily veri?ed and 
tracked but they clear like a check. 

[0061] For payees Without local printing capabilities, the 
present invention contemplates a remote or third party IRD 
creation/printing service. This feature alloWs a payee Who 
receives the DOC but Who does not have a printer to “print” a 
valid Check 21 IRD item for pickup. When a user of the 
present invention Walks into a bank (or Western Union or 
other “check cashing” service, e.g.) they only need to knoW 
basic IRD data to alloW the bank or service to retrieve the 
IRD. Because it is an enhanced IRD, it is guaranteed to be a 
valid IRD so it Will be easily accepted (due to the fact that it 
has a contract covering the bank’s liabilities this alloWs a 
transfer of Warranties). The bank or service processes and 
validates the IRD as previously described by the invention 
alloWing the remote IRD to be cashed and cleared through the 
system. For example, the remote service can retrieve the DPP 
metadata, such as through the GUID, and generate a valid 
IRD under X9.140. Further, the user could even Walk in to a 
bank With only a crude J PG of the IRDias long as the printed 
image has the GUID, it can be converted back into a valid 
IRD. A remote IRD can also be created by a remote kiosk or 
store using a Website, a user Would enter in their authentica 
tion (account ID) and tell the system the GUID and it Would 
generates the IRD (or cash letter ?le) for you at the kiosk or 
store. 

[0062] Another exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention demonstrates the dynamic image generation nature 
of IRD Which can facilitate a set of enhanced “back of the 
check” automation features. This can be easily seen starting 
?rst at origination time, When the back of the check image 
contains no data (it has a blank back of check image), but 
subsequent processing of the DPP can generate payee meta 
data used to update the back of the check image. For example, 
the EPS can also include User Interface (UI) screens for 
subsequent processing by the payee. Thus, after payee accep 
tance of the DPF, the EPS can generate Check 21 images that 
have been “franked” or stamped on the back With legends 
such as “For Deposit Only”, “Account number 12345 at Bank 
XYZ”, “Agreed and Accepted” and even multiple or subse 
quent payee endorsementsiall of Which could appear sepa 
rately or together in a coordinated manner on the back of 
check image. Another example includes the contractual 
restrictions (such as agreement to a contract if the check is 
deposited) that are required by certain business processes or 
agreements. Each stamped image is generated as a separate 
image layer from metadata stored in the DPP at the EPS 
Which can be optionally or conditionally produced to gener 
ate the ?nal check image format used in settlement. This is a 
signi?cant improvement over the present systems Where 
human or automated machines “stamp” over top of each 
other, making the ?nal cleared image unreadable at times. 
The legibility and readability of the back of a check can 
become a major focus of attention during any dispute or 
litigation surrounding the payment settlement processiin 
cluding Who handled the check, at What time, With What 
endorsements or stamps. These are all areas that are easily 
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handled by the EPS by generating a series of images repre 
senting the back of the check state at various points in time 
Without images overlapping each other. Thus payment dis 
putes are easily settled. 

[0063] With regards to paper checks Which are truncated 
under Check 21, using existing processes, a paper scanning 
bank can leverage all of the bene?ts of the DPP and the EPS 
if they use their equipment to send metadata to the EPS in lieu 
of check images. The banks existing IBM 3890 can be modi 
?ed or extended With softWare to extract data from the paper 
originated check (POC) via OCR and then create a IRDs after 
the fact. This alloWs older banking systems to be integrated 
into the EPS model to leverage the full bene?ts of Check 21 
along With unique metadata-associated features of the present 
invention. Creating the DPP from a scanned paper check 
requires OCR and validation of the data encoded on the check 
including: value amount, identifying payee, and using OCR 
of MICR line data to identify payor DDA and bank routing 
data. The actual image can ride along in the DPP ?le, but the 
main point of this invention is to create the “digital instruc 
tions to pay” metadata concepts from the scanned paper item 
and store it Within the DPF. Once in the DPP format, all of the 
other bene?ts Will accrue to the bank. 

[0064] Advantageously, DPFs can automatically be regen 
erated back into digital form Without scanning the IRD paper 
images. Unlike traditional paper check items Which are 
scanned and then printed in IRD format, the DPP can be 
re-converted back into digital form at any future date by using 
the unique transaction identi?er (GUID). The IRD check 
front or back image can be generated in many resolution 
levels (measured as dots per inch or dpi) Which are indepen 
dent of the chosen bitmap format, such as J PEG, TIFF, PNG, 
or the like. Second, When an IRD is generated by the EPS, it 
can be generated to include optional data such as a 2D bar 
code Which contains the DOC metadata for easier processing 
When it is delivered in paper form. Third, it can include 
optional or conditional data (on the front or back) Which can 
be included in the image ?le in order to inform and instruct the 
payee as Well as depositing or clearing bank about optional 
features of the speci?c payment. Examples of this include 
merging a “human digitiZed signature” as the authoriZed sig 
nature directly into the back (or front) image of the check, 
even though it Was never printed or signed (using the e-sig 
nature laWs). Note that this “digitized signature” feature 
Works if the payor or payee has uploaded samples of their 
human signature or other handWriting samples (e.g., “John Q 
Public”), or they could choose to use a font that displays in 
“handwriting” format to simulate their human signaturei 
any of these could satisfy the e-signature laW as their autho 
riZed legal signature as Well as a PKI certi?ed digital signa 
ture. Thus, the image form of a DPF ?le can contain valuable, 
optional data in both machine and human readable form With 
out requiring paper processing. This further automates the 
processing and handling of checks and speeds up the overall 
business process betWeen payor, payee and the banking sys 
tem 

[0065] Another exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention demonstrates the enhanced IRD capability that is 
facilitated by DOCs and EPS. When IRDs are created by a 
remote, high volume IRD printing facility, they could be 
printed onto special IRD stock that includes a magnetic stripe. 
The stripe Would be used to encode all of the DOC metadata, 
including GUID, amount, date, payee, etc. This automates 
IRD processing for banks. This idea is similar to the airline 
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boarding passes that have stripes for automated clearing dur 
ing passenger boarding process. 
[0066] Referring to FIG. 5, an EPS system 80 is illustrated 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. As described herein, an EPS 82 is an electronic system 
con?gured to interact With a plurality of users (i.e. payors and 
payees), banks, and other ?nancial institution to enable DPF 
generation, distribution, tracking, authentication, security, 
clearing, and the like. The EPS 82 is con?gured to commu 
nicate over a netWork 84 to a plurality of payors 86, payees 88, 
BOFDs 90, clearing banks 92, clearinghouses 94, and the 
like. 

[0067] Generally, the EPS 82 is a computer system Which 
can include multiple processing elements, distributed 
memory, netWork interfaces, external data storage 96, and the 
like. The EPS 82 is con?gured With processing and data 
storage redundancy, and is con?gured to communicate to the 
plurality of payors 86, payees 88, BOFDs 90, clearing banks 
92, clearinghouses 94, and the like. The EPS 82 includes 
various modules, such as a User Interface (U I) 100, DPF 
handling 102, IRD generation 104, transmittal module 106, 
tracking module 108, authentication module 110, and pro 
cessing module 112. The UI 100 provides a mechanism for 
users 86, 88, 90, 92, 94 to create and distribute DPF ?les. 
Further, the UI 100 can provide mechanisms for tracking, 
modi?cation, clearing, processing, security, authentication, 
depositing, reissuing, and the like With regards to DPFs.Also, 
the EPS 82 can include mechanisms for automating these 
processes Without the need for direct UI 100 access, such as 
With automated processing. 
[0068] The DPF handling 102 module is con?gured to cre 
ate, modify, update, etc. of DPF ?les associated With speci?c 
checks. As described herein, the DPF is a database record 
storing the metadata instructions related to a check. The EPS 
82 is con?gured to store multiple DPFs in the data storage 96 
or the like, and to enable the plurality of payees 84, payors 86, 
BOFDs 88, clearing banks 90, and clearinghouses 92 to cre 
ate, transmit, receive, and process the DPFs. The DPF han 
dling 102 module is con?gured to create metadata responsive 
to user input, through scanned check OCR, or through auto 
mated processing. Also, the DPF handling 102 module man 
ages tracking features, audit features, and the like described 
further herein. 

[0069] The IRD generation 104 module is con?gured to 
create IRD images With perfect quality such that they pass the 
stringent Federal Reserve “Image Quality Assessment” 
(IQA) tests (see e.g., WWW.frbservices.org/Retail/ 
check21TechInfo.html “Black and White Image Standard 
and Quality Checks” document incorporated fully by refer 
ence herein). The IQA procedures are a series of tests that are 
performed on a Check 21 image ?le before they Will accepted 
and processed by the Federal Reserve clearing netWork. The 
Fed IQA tests are also utiliZed by a variety of banks as their 
oWn internal set of Check 21 images tests, thus ensuring 
image ?le interoperability betWeen any tWo banks. While the 
DPF can be transmitted electronically, it can also be used to 
generate the X9.140 standard “substitute check” or IRD 
Which results in a paper version of the original digital check. 
The IRD can be printed by the payee and taken into their bank 
for deposit because it contains a full set of Warranties and 
indemnities based. These full set of Warranties and indemni 
ties are based on a contract agreed to by both the payor and the 
payee Which the EPS 82 required to be signed in order for the 
DPF to sent or received. Because DPFs are covered under this 
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contract, they have a full set Warranties and indemnities that 
are acceptable to BOFDs 90 and doWnstream clearing banks. 
This novel DPF feature, possessing a “full Warranty” state, 
differs from other attempts by either businesses or individual 
consumer users Who Want to print their oWn IRD documents 
and deposit them at a bank because those documents Will not 
be accepted by the BOFD 90 due to the depositing bank’s 
inability to take on un-transferable risk from an unknoWn 
originator of the IRD. This scenario is contemplated Where an 
individual or business does not have an existing tWo-party 
private Warranty contract With their bank Which is a concept 
alloWed for under existing UCC laW. Also, under the Check 
21 regulation as it exists today only banks can truncate checks 
by imaging them and later extend their Warranties to subse 
quent clearing banks in either electronic or IRD form. 

[0070] The transmittal module 106 is con?gured to handle 
transmission of DPFs betWeen the various payors 86, payees 
88, BOFDs 90, clearing banks 92, and clearinghouses 94. As 
described herein, each DPF includes a GUID as a unique 
transaction ID. With the present invention, a bank teller could 
input into the EPS 66 through the UI 100 (e. g., a Webpage or 
phone IVR system) the digits from the unique transaction 
identi?er (GUID) Which can be found on the IRD. This GUID 
input system is linked to the EPS 82 that originally generated 
the DPF, and Which alloWed the payee to print the IRD in the 
?rst place. The GUID value can be printed and found on the 
front of the IRD in the Check 21 “optional data ?eld” location 
Where it Was placed during the IRD generation process. 
[0071] Using the transmittal module 106, the teller at the 
BOFD 90 can request that the speci?c Check 21 item be 
re-generated as an electronic image ?le and be sent back into 
the BOFD 90 for further processing by the “Item Processing” 
department. To accomplish this regeneration, the EPS 82 can 
use the teller supplied GUID value to lookup and retrieve the 
speci?c metadata information that Was stored in the DPF 
system. As these re-creation requests arrive at the DPF, the 
original metadata values (or the currently stored values) are 
retrieved from the EPS 82 and used to re-create the digital 
check ?le in X937 format for further image exchange pro 
cessing. This electronic X937 ?le can then be sent or routed 
directly back to the BOFD 90 via a secure electronic link such 
as the existing Federal Reserve System using the standard 
Cash Letter File format. The ability to re-generate at Will (or 
at any future time) a fully compatible Check 21 digital image 
Without scanning or handling a paper IRD is a further unique 
element of the present invention. The bene?ts of this feature 
are derived from the fact that the auto “regeneration” process 
avoids the errors of paper scanning and is a great bene?t to 
banks in reducing the amount of labor involved in handling of 
paper items. Thus, there is no need to scan an IRD submitted 
for deposit in order to generate the front and back check 
image in standard Check 21 format. The regenerated image 
and data values can be generated directly from the EPS 82 and 
sent back to the BOFD 90 in a standard Cash Letter File for 
further image exchange processing. 
[0072] The tracking module 108 is con?gured to provide 
real-time and historical tracking of each DPF created and 
processed through the EPS 82. The present invention alloWs 
the DPF to be generated through the EPS 82 anytime With a 
full history and audit trail. This is because the DPF is elec 
tronic and all interaction With the EPS 82 can be recorded, 
monitored, and tracked through the tracking module 108. 
Additionally, the DPF can still be processed locally on paper 
as an IRD, or it can be recreated and sent into a bank elec 
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tronically at Will. All of these concepts are based on the idea 
that the DOC is built around the metadata “instructions to 
pay” stored in the DPF, and the tracking module 108 can track 
the various steps by recording data in the DPF. The tracking 
module 108 provides similar information as a shipment track 
ing feature, such as With UPS. The DOC issuer can vieW 
real-time status related to the DOC to determine When it is 

received (Which can also tie to an auto-noti?cation feature), 
When it Was cashed, if and When it is endorsed to a third party, 
and the like. Additionally, signi?cant events related to the 
DOC can be pre-subscribed to auto notify When they occur. 
For example, the payor can be auto-noti?ed When the DOC is 
cashed. 

[0073] The authentication module 110 is con?gured to pro 
vide security relative to creation and processing of the DPFs. 
For example, the EPS 82 uses the GUID to lookup the DPP 
transaction and determines hoW to authenticate the payee 
based on the authentication level chosen by the payor When 
creating the DPP (or setup by the payee as a condition for 
retrieving payments from the EPS 82 under a speci?c name or 
ID). Authentication levels can include nothing (i.e., just 
knoWing the transaction ID or GUID is enough security for 
the payor), having a unique PIN number for each DOC, 
having additional levels of credentials (e.g., unique account 
number and login ID into the EPS 66), private digital security 
signature key (e.g., using a public key cryptography system), 
or other levels of security agreed to by one or both parties and 
supported by the EPS 82. 
[0074] The processing module 112 is con?gured to alloW 
payees 86, payors 88, BOFDs 90, clearing banks 92, and 
clearinghouses 94 to process and clear DOCs through the 
EPS 82. As described herein, DPFs are identi?ed through the 
GUID or the like. Once identi?ed, the processing module 112 
enables forWarding or clearing of the DPF. For example, the 
processing module can generate the electronic image ?le and 
send it to the bank of ?rst deposit for further processing by the 
“Item Processing” department. As these re-creation requests 
arrive at the processing module 112, the original metadata 
values (or the currently stored values) are retrieved from the 
system and used to re-create the digital check ?le in X937 
format for further image exchange processing. This elec 
tronic X937 ?le can then be sent or routed directly back to the 
bank of ?rst deposit via a secure electronic link such as the 
existing Federal Reserve System using the standard Cash 
Letter File format. The regenerated image and data values can 
be generated directly from the EPS 82 and sent back to the 
bank of ?rst deposit in a standard Cash Letter File for further 
image exchange processing. Thus, this further demonstrates 
that any items produced by the invention are built using a fully 
Check 21 compliant process from electronic metadata (in 
structions to pay) stored in a database (DPF) instead of scan 
ning paper or existing check image data. 
[0075] Although the present invention has been illustrated 
and described herein With reference to preferred embodi 
ments and speci?c examples thereof, it Will be readily appar 
ent to those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments 
and examples may perform similar functions and/ or achieve 
like results. All such equivalent embodiments and examples 
are Within the spirit and scope of the present invention and are 
intended to be covered by the folloWing claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A Check 21 truncation method, comprising: 
scanning a paper check; 
analyZing the scanned paper check to determine data asso 

ciated With the scanned paper check, Wherein the data 
comprises payment instructions, bank account number, 
and routing number; 

storing the data associated With the scanned paper check as 
metadata in a digital payment ?le, Wherein the metadata 
comprises the data and a globally unique identi?er; and 

providing an image replacement document image compli 
ant to Check 21 based on the metadata; 

Wherein an output from the metadata is interoperable With 
both paper and electronic clearing methods associated 
With Check 21 clearing systems. 

2. The Check 21 truncation method of claim 1, Wherein the 
storing step comprises storing the metadata in the digital 
payment in lieu of storing an image associated With the 
scanned paper check. 

3. The Check 21 truncation method of claim 1, further 
comprising the step of providing the metadata as an Image 
and Cash Letter ?le to a bank. 

4. The Check 21 truncation method of claim 1, Wherein the 
image replacement document is generated With Zero degrees 
of skeW, and Wherein the image replacement document com 
prises substantially perfect quality as measured by Image 
Quality tests. 

5. The Check 21 truncation method of claim 1, Wherein the 
image replacement document comprises the globally unique 
identi?er, Wherein the globally unique identi?er is utiliZed for 
veri?cation of the image replacement document. 

6. The Check 21 truncation method of claim 1, Wherein the 
image replacement document comprises a bar code compris 
ing the metadata. 

7. The Check 21 truncation method of claim 1, further 
comprising the steps of: 

receiving the image replacement document; and 
utiliZing the globally unique identi?er to electronically 

receive the metadata associated With the image replace 
ment document, Wherein the metadata is received as an 
image cash letter ?le Without scanning the image 
replacement document. 

8. An enhanced image replacement document method, 
comprising: 

receiving metadata associated With a check, Wherein the 
metadata comprises payment instructions from the 
check, Wherein the check comprises one of a paper 
check and a digitally originated check, and Wherein the 
paper check is truncated and the metadata is generated 
based on scanning the paper check; 

generating an image from the metadata, Wherein the image 
comprises an image replacement document of the check 
compliant to Check 21, Wherein the image comprises 
virtually no skeW and substantially perfect quality as 
measured by Image Quality tests; and 

printing the image. 
9. The enhanced image replacement document method of 

claim 8, Wherein the printing step is performed at a computer 
attached to a printer, Wherein the computer comprises a 
broWser con?gured to receive the image and print the image, 
and Wherein the broWser comprises security controls. 
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10. The enhanced image replacement document method of 
claim 8, Wherein the printing step comprises printing the 
image on paper comprising a magnetic strip, and Wherein the 
magnetic strip comprises the metadata associated With the 
check. 

11. The enhanced image replacement document method of 
claim 8, Wherein the printed image is compliant to ANSI X9 
speci?cations. 

12. The enhanced image replacement document method of 
claim 8, Wherein the printing step comprises printing a back 
image of the check folded behind a front image of the check 
to provide a paper check capable of paper processing. 

13. The enhanced image replacement document method of 
claim 8, Wherein the image comprises a space for a notary 
?eld. 
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14. The enhanced image replacement document method of 
claim 8, further comprising generating a barcode in the 
image, Wherein the barcode comprises the metadata. 

15. An image replacement document printing method, 
comprising: 

receiving metadata associated With a check under Check 
21; and 

printing the metadata as an image replacement document 
compliant to X9 speci?cations, Wherein the printed 
image replacement document is generated With Zero 
degrees of skeW, and Wherein the image replacement 
document comprises substantially perfect quality as 
measured by Image Quality tests. 

* * * * * 


